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Past and present senators review 
previous -Senate -·actions 
by Dawn Schauer 
Senate elections w.ere held April_ 30 
- and May I. Ray Tedesco was voted 
President and Bob Del sandro Vice-
President. 
Rav Tedesco is a junior and this 
year was his first year as a senator. 
"I'm very excited and anxious to · 
start. I think I'll definitely work well 
with the Senate next year. If 
anything comes up I'm sure we'll be · 
able to handle it," Ted esco said. -
"I don't want to set any goals," 
Tedesco said. "If we do and then we 
~ don't achieve them, it makes us look 
.ridiculous." 
"The Senate this year was active 
and definitely involved. They 
worked hard . More work needs to be 
done, though as far as ties between 
the administration and students, 
and helping students with problems, 
a stro~ger Senate voice is .Deeded," 
Tedesco said·. 
Tedesco served on the ac-
creditation committee, worked on 
extend ing library hours f rom 10 to 
12 pm, and accomplished his senate 
goal of getting the pianos tuned. 
Wally Ramo.also ran for President. 
"I think it was a good rai:e, a fair 
race," he said . 
"I think Bill Winter's joke had very 
little effect on the outcome. The 44 
students who voted fot him were 
probably' aggravated and disap-
pointed. I hope the Senate takes 
Bill's candidacy as an incentive to 
do thiJJgs better next year," Ramos 
s aid . 
"f ran for pre~ident because I 
thought the Senate spent too much 
time on the social committee," 
Ram_os said. "A lot of goals we_ren 't 
achieved. They wete good goals but 
.once the admiqistration said no , the 
Senate stopped . They need to ~eep 
on going back and standing up to 
the administration ." 
"A lot of my goals can ' t be reached ' 
as a senatOr, but r still aim for 
Jhem," Ramos said .. "lhope to get 
m;:w senators next year involved in 
student problems ." 
Bill Winter expected many more 
votes and thought his .campaign 
didn't have much effect on the · 
overall election . 
"Tht pebple who voted ·.for me 
wouldn't have voted otherwise," 
Win~ said. "Everyone has !1 
hobby, stamp collecting, bicycle _ 
riding, my hobby is tunning for 
president." 
"My goal is to gather together the 
other candidates who lost and set up 
a student senate in. exile_. Next year 
we will stage a bloodless coup d '- etat 
and take over," Winter said. 
Former Student Senate President 
Steve Fusco said "This year's 
president can be proud of their 
achievements. It was a very active 
senate and we accomplished many 
of our goals. There were some 
shortcomings b ut --,, we got a lot 
done. " 
' ~ It was a very exciting experience 
as President. I'm real-ly glad I did it, 
although it was a bigger time 
commitment than I expected," 
Fusco said . 
"The Senate did a lot of things that 
weren't really publicized. For in-
stance, we worked behind the scenes-
m, and we la ed an · 
important 'part in the staff union 
negotiations. We also sat on "<very 
college committee and made sure 
the students' opinions and interests 
were represented. We formed new 
cl_ubs that made campus life more 
interesting," FusC'O said. · 
Our most visible improvements 
over past Senates was our social 
calendar, starting with the printed 
semester calendars. It helped us 
prepare more bands this year and 
more consistent' entertainment." THESE RWC BETTY CROCKEJfti 
Fusco said . . . ! "' BAKEOFF--Wrong! It's Spring Weekend. Special Photo insert 
continued on_pg. S. 
Dean of Students proposes 
changes slated for fall 
by Dawn Schauer 
RWC is getting a facelift for the 
fall semester. A career placem.ent 
library and workshop area are being 
added and the co.operative 
education · otlices may move to the 
Common. Leunge. 
"The Dean of Students would like 
to spruce up Housing," Vice-
President McKenna said, "and her 
proposal has been tentatively ap-
proved ." • 
The Vetera n's Office would · 
become a career placement library. 
In September a ·full time cooperative 
education advisor will a rrive. 
"There will · be comfortable 
cha irs." said Dean of Students 
Karen Haskell , where studtmts can 
lounge around and just talk iJ th1..y 
wa nt. " 
"My goal is to make this a rea more 
comforta ble and convenie nt for the 
student when -he co1:nes i~ 'A' ith a 
probl em. Now, a student has to walk 
from {:ounseling to housing, wasting 
time. " Haskell said. -
A less firm decision. according to 
Vice- President McKenna , concerns 
moving the Coop offices to the 
Common Lounge. 
" The Coop office has the problem 
of being scattered and not very 
visible." Haskell said. " We all need 
to be clos_er together to work more 
conveniently. -,: 
The Quill would be· n1oved to 'the 
coop office from its locat i9n in 
Tower A. 
An additional plan for providing 
more oftice space was submitted by 
K ev in Jordan. Qf Historic a l 
Prese rvation . A building in Warren 
was donated to the campus. Jordan 
proposed movin g th e house on 
campus and h aving - Historical 
Preser,vation majors renovate it. His 
1Jlan was not approved and the 
_bu ilding has since been destroyed . · 
· "The proble m-." Vice-Pres ident 
McKenna said, " was that it was a 
wooden -building and the new tire 
code regulations were too strict. 
Sprinkler systems and smoke alram:; 
would have to be installed .·· 
"We are considering moving on to 
the Nike site a barn which would be 
uwcl for the dancing cl asses . 
depending on its s ize. " McK enn a 
said. 
.. [" "·ou ld be put at Nike becau'>e 
,,.c \\'llllldn'-t want to change the 
atmosphere of the campus buildings 
which were designed to blend 
_ together . Also. ·Nike has plenty of 
pai:king. sewers, - and electricity." 
Md\.e nna a_cldecl. 
"An old building would be halt' the 
price- of a new one.'" Jordan said. 
"it' ~ a questi on of getting the ·i·ight 
peopl e at th e n ght t ime to agree. ' ' 
D'ean search close 
to final .decision_ "I want to pull a ll the o tlices toget her a nd supply more services ,' " 
Haske ll said. " 'I've tried holdin g 
workshops in my oftice a nd there's t' resid efft for Academic Affai rs at 
. by Lynn Savage 
, ,1ust not enough space. I wo uld like .he U n ive rsit_,. of Maine at Ma_ehias. The search for a ne,,· Dea n o f 
seCUfity Awareness 
Day good first try 
' to move tire Quill a nd set up a fh e Han·a rd UniYcrsitY 1' raduate 
· Acaciem ics for Roger Willi a m s · · -\-.·or ksh op and meet in g room in that Jb ta in ed his Ph .D. from the CP: :is no"· entered into its · 
space ._" U ni\'l~rs it y o f Main_e in 1969. 
tin ;11 ,,: .. x. ! hC' members o f the 
" One reaso n for the renovation,'' The o th er remainin g candidate 
Dean Sea1Tl1 (\:.,1111ittee. -who have Hask ell sa id ... is the ceme nt fl oor a,·ailable for the positi on is Dr. 
d . ·ri · ,,·orked harg sin.:c e,.,·!_1 th is )·ear. J F an s ta irs. 1e a tm osphere is ve ry - a111e'> . Bre nnan. Dr. Brennan. have submitted two na rn.:; as 
uninviting. I'd like to cre'a te the '' ho " ·a s recci,·ed a t the school on 
. tina lists for the ..position of feeling that this is- a good pl ace; a Ma,- I . i., a grad ua te of Prm·iclencc 
:- ..... 
by Dawn Schauer "because it was a sho\Y type of thing Academic Dean to the _Pres id e nt of · 
- hel pful place . I want the s tud ents to Co llege . He rccci,·cd h is Mastt:rs at 
Security Aware.ness Day was held and it caught attenti on . - ' the College. Willi a m Rizzini . ' tee! welcome... · the Univc.rsity of Dayton. and his . 
April 30 Those involved 1·n plann'1ng Representa t ives from the Rhode · One of the fin a l candid ates' t'o1· the 
· To create that at mos phere. chairs Doctorate from K ent ·· State 
it and those participating in it, Isl and Crime Preve~tion spoke and d - position is Dr. Ja111es M. Aldrich. U . 
an carpetmg will be put in the 111,-crsity. He is c urrcnth· the 
agreed it was a successful first time · , they had the best aUend ance; fifteen 1 . by and th e ceilings will be 11·ho visited th e College on Apri l 25. Assoc ia te Dean of Arts and Scie nces 
event. d espi~e poor attendan'ce. people." IU\H~ red. Aldrich is c urrently the Dean of -and Associate P rofesso r ot' 
"I was disappointed in the number Academic Affairs and Vi cc-1~····~·~·····································~ P~cho logy at the Unive~ i cy - of of people who participated, " said . Massachusetts at Boston. Chairperson Barbara ~Love. ") These t\\·o iiien " ·ere the tinal 
thought there was enough ad - · ' reco111n1endations of the Search 
vertis in g with posters a nd flyers to R. WC puckers up Committee , and were submitted as 
catch every person... finalists .u · Pres ident R'zzini . The 
" Sec urity . Awai.·eness Day was p · 
pla nned because it seem ed to be the 
resident ,,-ill a nn o ·J nce h is 
decision. ' hope fully. so111eti 111 e this 
biggest complaints of students. It week. 
seemstheyliketocomplain,butjust _ ByJaneScott H o,,·eve r . _H arold Pa,·son, 
d 0 n • t care . Most contests are easy to judge. The winner is either the one with -
Most said it was a good · idea , -1 the most poin ts. the least poin ts. the niost left at the end_. the most Chairman of the Search Committee. but they didn ' t go. I thought at- ' g0r1e , or simply the only o ne left standing. stated that: .. Mr. Ri zzini may ask 
tend a nce would be better because 
1
\ But wh:tt criteria d o th.e judges use to d ec ide which male and fe male the two candid ates to come back fo r 
Rwc furth er talks."-' security has been such a big con- at have the " Hottest Lips" ? . , 
cern ." Love said. Six judges for the April JO Budweiser Kiss -Off held in the Rat The Search Committee had 
"The purpose was to educate, to ~ d ecided to base their choices Oil 'personal experimentation' .. and hoped_ to ma ke the ir rccom-
. .· U • · . , b · I · d d · · mendations ear lier. so tha t a nc'' make studen~s more secuFi ty o v1ous y en,1oyc 01.ng 1t. 
conscious and aware of what they Of 260 male and female entrants. the field was narrowed down to ten Dean cqtild have been selcctecl in 
could do to· prevent things like of each sex. then three .. then the ultimate "Hotlips" of RWC were . early. April. This would, li;n·e gi,-cn 
sexual assault," Love said. named . the new Dean a chance to assimilate 
the duties of his office sooner and-
"The self-defense demonstration 
. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• more easil\'. 
-\vent over lt the.. -,best, tt ,. ... L.Qve said.~ -. ·~--~·· T-4. f .. :".;. IJ. •\.1<t·t~" • "'•" .t.f,f . -t° j,. •• ,, _ _ jlo--4'4 _,,., •• ...,f ., f ._f,f,.,f. ':'~: ... •,l"\ 
,. 
.. 
·•·, ~-~ 
Roger · Williains pays respects with 
me'morial services for frien[s 
~ ' - I 
by Dawn Schauer 
-Two sep,arate memorial services 
have been held on the RWC campus 
in the past month, one for Navid· 
Tabatatai, the ·other for Diane 
Drake. tll 
Tuesday, May 6, the memorial 
service for Navid Tabatatai was held 
in the Bayroom at noou. According 
to Moslem custom, it was seven days 
. after his death. TaJJ-atatai died April 
29, fifteen days after his sports car 
hit a tree on Old Ferry Road. 
. Registrar Bart 1 .Schiavo and 
Student Senate President Steven 
Fusco spoke at . Tabatatai's 
memori~. • 
"I only knew N~vid in a ;_ super• 
ficial; , professional way;'' said 
Schiavo, "but he was always 
pleasant, honest, and friendly. In 
1977, he was one of Roger William's 
first foreign students. · He was well 
prepared and he became one of the 
founders of the International 
Society. He left in the spring of 1979 
with an architectural degree, 
transferred, then came back to 
Roger Williams in the spring of 
·1 1980." 
"In times that are best described 
troublesome, "Schiavo said, "his 
gentleness was a model that all 
students should emulate.-" 
He was truiy international in that 
his friends knew , no national 
boundaries," Steven Fusco said. 
Two of Navid Tabatatai's friends 
agree' that he. was popular and had a 
lot of friends on campus, both - ·planted on campus in her memory. 
· American and international. -Donations of $1500 have been 
"A group of people went to visit made to the r'>iane · Drake 
Navid every day that he was in thtY scholarship · fund . Presentations 
hospital, Iranians and Americans," . were made by Student Senate 
said Mehdi · Kh'osrovani and President Steven Fusco, who 
Jamshed Radsar. '·'We miss him and· donated $500 from the student 
we won't forget him." senate, and by President Rizzini 
."Navid was a good football and who presented a $5()9 donation from 
soccer player. As a civil engineering the college. Patricia Reddy, an 
major, he was a pretty good student. RWC graduate also made a $500 
He was a good painter and loved donation . from ·Photo· Patio iri 
music . He was very friendly and . Newport, the firm Diane Drake 
active on campus," they said, worked for . 
A memorial servic~ was· held for . . The scholarship will be awarded 
Diane Drake on the library on April annually to a student majoring in 
. 25, at noon. It was run by campus . the social services. Drake was an 
ministry"and attended by her family. Administration of fostiee major at 
Following the ceremony a tree was RWC. ' 
S~curity Awareness,Day 
"Overall, I'm glad we did it," Love 
said. It was something new and we 
gave it a try. Hopefully, we got some 
people ·to . think and we learned 
ourselves." 
"Next year. we will approach it 
differentl}i, There will be more 
, demonstrations and we will try to 
get more people actively involved, 
maybe by having teachers announce 
it in their classes," Love said. 
"For those who went it was ef-
fective," Dean of Students, Karen · 
Haskell, a member of the planning · 
committee. "I went to presentations 
·in the morning and found them 
helpful. The four ·or five · students 
who went said it was great." 
"Security Awareness Day was just 
one aspect of the special committee 
formed early in the semest~r/' 
Haskell said. "The committee still 
functions ~nd it is still interested in 
security problems." 
Helene Lieb of the Counseling 
Office was an active member. "I was 
interested in sorrie of the things 
going on, "Lieb said. , "It was a 
relatively good beginning on campus 
and it made an impression. It 'Vas a 
• good step in the right direction." 
Fo.otb·all bailed out 
· "I think it went very weli," said · 
Director of the Physical Plant 
William Nott. "Its the first time 
the college has tried anything like 
this. r think it was very helpful for 
. the college and the students.,, . 
by Lynn Savage Each meinber of the" team has 
The Club Football team . w·m be agreed .• to retur~ "V0,!?1 the summer 
receiving a financial boost n~t year break 1 with, i_tt i<lepst twenty~five 
in order that they may continue for- dollars that he has collected. This 
at least one more season. will not be considered as a fee to 
In another move to help . out a participate with the club but rather 
financially ailing club, the Student as a donation ot collection that can 
Senate has agreed to give the Club be obtained any way the member _ 
team five thousand dollars out of its · sees fit. Any money that may be 
• 1980-81 . budget. The Club is also· needed beyond that will have to be 
· expected to receive help from the obtained through on-campus fund-
administration in this area. raisers. When this money is ob-
However, the Senate has put a. tained, the Sen-ate will clear five 
stipulation on the budget award. thousand dollars for the 1980-81 
Because of the Club Football year. 
Team's three thousand dollar debt It has also been tentatively an-
. this past year, the Senate has stated nounced that the admil)istration will 
"A_ lot -of things developed ·frorp 
this," Nott said. "Cati Wilke's 
pamphlet, . for . example. If we .. 
distribute · it to Freshmen at ~ 
orientation this summer it will help 
the students help themselves." 
"Th.e booklet was issued to all the 
students who attended;'said Chief of 
Security Carl Wilke. ·~It was a guide· 
' to help students in emergencies." 
"Every student should be aware," 
Wilke said. ~·security is everyone's 
business. There fs no way the police 
can be_ everyw_!iere and its like that 
on campus. We need the students' 
cooperation:" 
. . • '> . .· 
· ····· ····· · ~·······-................................... 
. :PRESS· CL'IPPINGS · 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Leukemia donations 
Anyone wishing to donate money to the Le~kemia Society in the 
. memory of- Btad Wilde may send their donations to: Le_ukemia 
: Society of America, Inc. Rhode Island Society, 681 Park Avenue r ·· 
Cranston, R.I. 02910. · · 
Athletic banquet tickets available 
The Athletic Awards Banquet will be held tonight, May 15, in the 
cafet~ria: Any .varsity Athlete or member 6~ an IntramuraJ Cham-
pionship Team may attend who has purchased their ticket. 
I" 
Dorms close for summer 
The resident haHs will be closed on Saturday; May 24 at 12:00 fiboU: 
Students must vacate rooms within 24 hours_o.ft~~ir .last exam,. Room 
keys must be left within your mailbox, otherwise your $25.00 key 
deposit will be forfeited. Anyone planning on staying for the summer 
must make sure to let the Office of Residence Life know because of 
the limited ~~ou'iit of space available. 
Historic Preservation in London 
The Historic Preservation Program is spons~ring a semester in 
London, England for the Spring, 1981 semester. A limited number of 
· students will be ailowed to sign up for the program in the Fall. 1980--
semester. Students interested in more information can contact Mike 
Swan.son during the rest of th!s semester. 
Health SerVice needs -equipment 
Health Service would like .to remind· anyone with borrowed 
equipment to please return ,it as soon as possible. Anyone who has 
their own .crutches and is no longer using them, and is interested in 
· selling them, please stop _by Health Service. We will reimburse ~ou 
$7.00ifthey are in good condition. Have a ~ealthy, happy, rewardmg 
summer. 
Bristol County Travel, Inc. 
555 METACOM AVENUE, BRISTOL, R.I. 
25.3-3330 
. . 
Airline Tickets - Cruises - Tours - Hotels - Cars 
. : . World-Wide ... 
. . 
Why go through the Airlines when we have ttie same rates? 
No Extra Charge 
that the club must produce the match the Senate's offering of$5000 
indebted funds befor~ the team ·with a loan to the club of the ·same 
meets for their first g;actice session. amount. In wake ot elections, Senate ponders 
\ ' . 
'.past and-future performance. f. SCiiateann_ OiiiiCeSl 
· · b d t I I "Our problem this year is the saine . what we-were doing or why. It takes' ·year, the Senate should continue 
I
I new U , ge -p _ans 
11 
one as every other year, com- a iot of hard work and time to building a better relationship with 
munication. Students didn't· know bridge this gap with students. Next students. There are plans to put out 
I I c ·1 i • if!. a Student Senate newsletter. The 
' I Aldebaran 600.00 Under Class 900~00 I R ~ in . in 1rp 0 Senate should reach the level of 
I ' r .J ''". - . - . . stud~nts whe_re they_ would feel more I Arch.ery Club 460.0Q U.M.C. 1150.001 . J 1 • • comtortablemcommgtotheSenate 
. Art Club 600 00 Steve "Astro" Wright and Laurie · over to live targets, kissing the , - -.yiththeirproblems,"Fuscosaid.' 
•• A.S.C. 60o.·oo" Varsity Club 500.00 .•. Mahoney ' were the two who were . : judges. Past Vice ' President Monica 
declared by the judges as the people Bauer, Dennis McLaughlin and Letourneau thinks the freshmen 
II Backpacking Club 250.00 Rock 700~.0.01 with the best lip imprints ai;id the Dave Frye judged the females while senators next year will make a I most kissable lips. Lisa Vis~olosi, Sue Webster a_nd positive difference because "they are I Big _ Brother 400.001 Yearbook 6000 .00 The contest began Suriday night as Laurie Mahoney sampled the males. not used to the same old routine". I sticks of bright red lipstick were After instituting a 30 second limit 'The Senate needs more en-
' 
Bu_ siness Club .400_ .00 Non-Rock 7000.00 1
1 
handed out to a11 who dared. per kiss, _the field was shaved to thusiasm or, like any . other 
Contestants ·smeared their kissers three males ' and females, and the organization, it will fall apart. I was I Communl·cat1'on Club 300 00 · I d k d · · surprised' to see only two girls • ' an puc ere -up to two-mch square· kissing resumed. / I ' · - sections of_ the scoreboard. posters to All during the week people asked running for senator," Letourneau 
I Dive 1300·.0" Senate Operat1"ons 3000.00 1 h . said. U eave t e1r mark. " Why haven't we done this before?" I Drama 4400.00 T'reasures Fund 1200.00I Scott Bauer, one · of the judges, and when the winners were chosen "I don't think the -Senate had any 
I said, "Normaily people put ~heir and closed the competition with a goals we did not accomplish. We E • M. I. C • 14010 .OCJ · - . . . ' • autograph under their lip marks, · . kiss, most people agreed "We worked bn them, its not our fault I · _, that other areas did not- follow I Equ.estrian Club 1200.00 I but we wanted the people to be shoulddothiseveryweek!" judged gairly by th,eir lip marks and As for the judges, they ended the through," Letourneau said· I Fo~tb'all 5000..00 Non-Music 5000.00 I nqthing else, so we gave each one' a evening surprised at a lot of things One s~nator, Gretchen Ebelt, did I number." that happened on stage and with six not run again .for senator. ''I'm ;I. Hawk·s 'on Wheels 140 00 ·tired." she -said . ·•1 have no more 
. . • _ - · I "Things started off s!Owly," Bauer pairs of tired lips. 
I U 200 00 · words for the administration, no ·Jewish Student n-IOf' . . . I satd, "Sunday and Monday they "'Mylipswere'sosqre--butitwasa I I kissed the · pbster for fun, but nice kind of sore," Bauer said. more sympathy for the students. and 
I Para_ le-galClub 550.00 Movies 2800.00_ I Tuesday ·people came back with a "We really didn't eXrpect it to take no more patience for the Student 
I ' S • W k d 8000 00 winning attitude." so long," Viscolosi said'. "It was all Senate. I can do just as much as a Qull4 7700.00 pnng ee e-n . I During Rat night - Wednesday, in fun-~ peopie really lost their personaslcanasasenator." 
1
1
_ S.aiti.ng -Club 3_0.0,.00 I baJlots were pass~ out to the inhibitions when they were up 
T K D 55D 00 ! audfence who studied the posters there. "' 
- I Sentior Class ·~so .00 ae . won o . . · - and .votea for the ten lip imprints " I've been trying to kiss these girls ~ ' .• • from each sex t~ey thought were the for two years,' and I finally got to do 
I I most perfect. it on stage! Bauer- said. "Next 
I / 76 7 50 I These ten contestants then left the weekend we're going have one at my 
The remaining senators elected 
are: Scott Bauer , Charlie Dobbins , 
Mo'nic a -Letou1:11eau, Dennis 
McGlaughlin. Brian · Mullin, Ray 
Perry. Wally Ramos, 'Kim Tinkham, 
Jeff Tucker, and Stacey Wall. 
L / _ ' posters behinc;I and turned their lips house. " -----------------.... -------..&· '. ,, .. , ',. •,·. ', ,_.-. .'" '.' - · ~.. , . . ' :. .. ,, .. ~-.. ,c_ .,:, .. .. ,_ ... ,, . ~, ,_ '~ 
. '< :<-:- .-:-:-:-:-.. <:: : : :-: :':.., .. , -..... ',. -, .. .I' • ~ i ,_, J > ' s ·~;..~~·.:---:.~~ ... :~~1-w.~~-,...~:~";";:.:w.-~-..-~;;;.:.~~=;•"!,,.~~ .... ~---:..;-~~ .. 
- - - - - .. . .. - - - ,, - ,.. - ,- - .. " -.> J • >' ;.. • J j ; , t. i - • -# , 
QUILL May 1s, 19so Page3 . 
Letters Tb Tli e -E ~·· ·t·~ . . ~ .. ~' · ·. ul 0 r 
·r .. ·· .. ·· .. ·1 Proletariat mate complains 
~ ED lT ~RI AL ~of coach's lack of team spirit 
~ • ~ To the Editor: · probability would }\ave gone 1-23. as a lot ofteamates, have been silent M d h I'd iike to Jet my feelings be known I'm -not saying that Coach enough gi;inning and bearing it. Oftey 0Wft t e drain on all the controversy surroun1iing Crawford di?~'t kn_o~ his Everythinglre~djustbothersmeas ~- ~ the resigning of head basketball bas~etball, but tt 1s my ~p1mon that all ~ngers pomt to. the pll!yers . . coach Charlie Crawford. It seems in he judged or used his personel Talkmg about the cahber of player . .· my estimation of the Quill reporting wrongly, creating dissension among at RWC being incompatible to the ~ When bothering to look at an exact breakqown of that only the "happy" players on the t~e players and an aura . of personality and tactics of Coach RWC's tujtion, notice $'25 for a sttident activity . · team were interviewed· throughout d1s·respe.ct; beca~se I for _one didn't C~awf~rd.· Wo~Id anyone "blend in fee .. What a student activity should be used for ha~ the season which leaves only one feel the . necessity to wm for my w:1th h~s style? A coach that gets • side of the story covered, and that coach as much as I wanted to win ejected and has a game called (an ~ caused several debates in the Student Senate this side doesn't . truly show the hard- for ourselves: the team. I think extreme rarity in basketball) due to year. ~ ships that most of the players ex- (opinion)_ that he _lacked the ability ve?ement protesting. with still two Every student pays a student activity fee which is perienced. to. motivate his players and mmutes left to play m a ten point · . .given to the Student Senate to spend. on student It seems like all the players in--- restricted the confidence of several game ~i~h momentum in our favor. 
~ terviewed were starters in every players.. . ~lso g_1~1~g the finger to the crciwd related activities. This semester' senators ~ave : ~ game which is comparable to getting · ~ ad_m1t Coach ~rawfo;d IS used to m a . VISltmg game. ~ mean I can't suggested spending that money on an extra bus for only the information from the . wmnmg and this years team was adm1r~ those traits. . Coach 1 the Bristol Motor Lodge, sprucing up campus with executives and not the majority .of loade9 with first.year players, a lot Crawford has !>een in the basketball 
~ . the common worker. How bad it smaller and not ranging in the profession long enough to know reseeding and ·shrub'bery, and donating part of it really was has yet to be shown in overall talent of past teams, but betterthantocommits.uchactions. . to var~ous charities ~uch as the Heai:t Fund, Easter I true light. It's one thing to be everyo_n_;. s_till c~me out with the I for one didn'.t think he-set a good Seals, and the American Cancer Society. : playing and losing and a completely essentt~I _mgred1ents tb~t ma~e example for ~1s players, the student ~ Some senators have argued that these things are · different thing_ to be sitting and a wmnmg team: 1ntens_1ty body, o~ the school. · losing. · Everyone interviewed seems aggre~s1vene* gooo _amtu. ae~, and I think that if the Qu!IJ · . . the responsibility of the administration and they to say it was the team's fault: The the will to wm. All m all this may wants a fruly objective story involved 
- should pay for them. Also, ,some suggestions may , i cali~er of the players . . . the appear t~. be a little. too Vince- with this year's ·season, all angles ~ benefit only a small fraction of the student body :· inabil-ity to relate to the Lombard1-1sh, but I thmk we were should be sought. There are two . · coach . . . etc. In essence the capable of a record better than 6-18. sides to every story. . and not reflect the wishe·s of the majority. majority of thi: players are wrong It was a hard, long, emotional Jim Jaworski, Other senators have taken the stand that if the and one s;oach is right. No credit sea~on that was a v~luable ex- A common worker n ad ministration is not concerned, then the Student anywhere is given to the team. In . perience to all who were mvolved. I, 
u Senate has a responsibility to provide and pay for a ~~:tur~:~:id~~:ch J~~rn~~ :~~~:~ Student laments fall ~ service. , . C. a. 1tapldrei)dC1·c~eadc.~·hC1_rsaswefiaosrodniws 0quulodtebde:a- - - · _ A new Student Senate has been.elected. They can • • spend each student's $25 as they wish, or how the disaster. I went in and explained ii - I all and they said LO do the best I of Dorm Go t ~ majority of st.udents wish. The Senate needs more could. That's whai 1 did by winning . . , V • student input on how- to spend thi " money. Or, 1 six games. WE just as easily could however well-intentioned, this money may be spent have been 1-23. '.' To the edi"tor·. · the students back in the units and ~ on room and board rather than extra-curricular In essence Coach Crawford himself The recent demise of Dormitory . on the floors who failed to care. . programs benefiting the student body. ~;snket~~~I . 'Ze~!? s~a~~~e;ar:~~ ~~v~~:ms~:~e:~: ~~e~~=lv~s . bla;: m~~~~gs o~n~s d:~~a~:dm~u!o ti~: without him WE would in all all, wheri we needed support, it was were always met with a "who cares" 
.L. . ·,. D R d · i d attitude. The feelings were spread orm ep e·· en . throughout, leaving us without a 
. . . . . . . S- ~e:e~1~ti1s~~~:~~~~t high-schoolish 
..... .... -· -.. ... ·-.. • D~orm· G·· ove· rnment :~~u~t:d::n~~:~:~~~::~w=:~ 
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To the Editor: for next year and even tried setting 
I feel you owe, the Rep's as well as _ up a student directory but were told 
the Executive Board of Dorm · WROG was already doing that. So 
Government an apology for .the how can you say we didn't ac-
Editorial written in the last issue of - complish anything? 
the Quill, "The Easy Way O~t". Furthermore, I feel that all the 
You've given the people that read Rep's did a hell of a job. There was 
this Edit'orial the wrong impression never a dull moment, from the 
of Dorm Government and you bJew major problems brought up, such as 
the whole situation out of Nike; to the .little things concerning 
proportion. 
First of all; It was the Senate's idea 
for us_ to join them. Then we voted 
on it. We reached an 8-4 agreement 
to break and join the Senate. Yes, it 
is true that there were only 12 
members present out of 25, but the 
12 who were there go to the meetings 
all the time. We are the ones who 
care about Dorm Government. and 
are the ones who decided to join the 
Senate. 
Secondly, how can you say we only 
had one goal and it failed? We had 
set several goals. for ourself: 
o' The paving of , a walkway 
between unit one and the Student 
Center. 
2) Carpeting in Dorm lounges. 
3) Getting a bike rack. 
4) Lounge improvement money. 
S)TryingtogetaBankoncampus. 
6) Getting a Student Directory. 
7) Solving the problems at Nike. 
the Units and Floors. · 
We could rely on John Mount to 
help us with any problem. But ifthe 
problem didn't really involve Dorm 
. G_overnment he would ask us to try 
to do it ourselves and if we couldn 't . 
then he would help...us. So ho"'. can 
you say John wasn't willing to h-elp? 
. John· is the one who Nike can thank 
for getting _them a guard down at 
North Campus a:nd for ta'.king care 
of all other things. He was always 
willing to help. 
The major problem was not 
enough attendance by the students . 
As. stated earlier, jhe same .12 faces 
were seen each week. Froni this we 
~eren't making any progress so like 
any_ major corporation or sports 
team you have to do something 
when nothing is going right. Well 
·that's what we decided, and we 
· disbanded -to see what would 
-- -happen next. Who knows, maybe it 
won 't work but we've got nothing to 
·Out of seven goals, -five were lose but try. 
reached. We were told that in ' the It is my opinion that you owe 
spring a path would be put in everybody in Dorm Government an 
between unit one · and the Student apology. Also the next time you 
Center. But as we all know the want to criticize an organization, go 
maintenance dept. is behind' there first and .check it out before 
schedule. We were also able to get . you down-grade them. Check out 
the bike rack for the people with - the Quill . 
bikes. We gave out money for Yourstruly, 
Government. 
When will people · learn that you 
_can 't have-the "so what" attitude, or 
the attitude that if doesn't matter--
"we · can't change anything." WE 
CAN CHANGE THINGS! When an 
organization is respected and 
organized, then the administration 
is willing to Iist~n and make needed 
changes. 
The main problem we yav~ here is 
strictly with student apathy. 
Everyone has comments to voice 
except where and when it c_ounts. 
The executive board did have their 
problems. I ca_n't say they were 
above criticism, but the problems 
should have been brougnt before the 
representatives before things got so 
out of hand. 
The only people who actually lose 
out by the fa:ll of R.W.C.'s Dorm 
Government are the R.W .C. 
students. Give a damn--we have to -
·live here with some pride. 
Sincerely, 
Ina Steinberg 
lounge improvements. We also Dorm Rep. ot"Nike, 
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RWC baseball needs home· 
diamond for_ their own use 
To the Editor: 1 situations. _ 
I am writing this letter on behalf of I A few . more random points I'd like 
the R. W.C. Varsity Baseball team to make: 1) It is aggttavating for 
and directing it towards the l players to make plans wit.h ·their 
Administration, Dean of students ) friends or relatives to come from 
Services, or anyone else who can , Nf'w York, Connecticut, etc. to see a 
help us. The issue here is a need for ' game, only to have the field changed 
a baseball diamond on campus. Let to a different town or worst of all, be 
me summarize the current situation. · changed to an away game. 2) For the 
The Hawk's practice field is Burrs\ most part, people enjoy watching 
Hill Park in Warren. The field . baseball games but despite the fact ~ 
conditions aren't bad, the "problem i that baseball has been one of the 
here is that every Tuesd·ay and f school's most sucessful. sporls \'"--i ; 
Thursday,- Warren BaJ?e Ruth during the past two seasons, at- , · ~-
Leagu_e has priority. for the rights of tendance at home games is all but 
the field. It's pathetic to have to I non-existant. Very few students will 
J,. 
'. 
\ 
1 
cancel a college baseball practice pay to go over the bridge and drive 
because of a Babe Ruth team, but twenty minutes into Newport to 
Warren giv.es priority to their teams; watch a game and you can hardly 
and rightfully so. blame them. A field on campus will 'SOMEONE REPORT A -ROBBERY? ' 
Our home field is Cardines 1 give students easy access to games. , 
Stadium, a beautiful field - in,. 3) Grantecf,"'hockey, ·basketball atid Flush·1·.n· g o·f Dorm'· Government· 
Newport. Too bad that in the last club football have to go off campus · 
· two years, out of a total of seventeen as well, but at least they can ·go ~o ,, . 
home dates; we've been able to use · the same _place day after day for I t ·d t · · •th h. t · 
our home field only six times. Babe practice and games. 4) You can't eaves b u en s wi· now ere 0 go 
Ruth tryouts, high school games, all blame Newport or Warren for giving ~ · 
have priority over ~oger Williams. the local teams priority. They'll to the Editors of the Q.µill : read of camp;i.ign promises · and 
Our other choice, Vernon 'St. field in never run into · the ·Sarne mess we're notice that only one · pla1tform Newport, is an embarassing in. 5) There is no better way to This letter is in response to the mentions dormitory livi~g 
recent "abolishment" of Dormitory 
alternative for both the players and handle the present situation. Thi$ . situations. 
· Government. I was present .on the the school's reputation. ·1 regret _that \ mayhem of moving from field to • With the "flushing" of Dorm 
teams traveling from Maine and . field is the only way to get the entire night._ . 0{. April ~~ b whdend th~ Government comes the flushing of a 
New Hampshire have to · be ; season in. The answer is not fo try to orgamz~l ionl t~~s k .:s an e . t~n lot of good that was done. All 
welcomed ·by such a poor field. The . improve the present situation--their 1 ~~rson~ /ic 1 m ~ w~s. a .ra er changes in the meals and activities. 
- entire field is on a slant; to throw a ' is nothing else that can be done; ._ dig ".1t1s a ~· b :ea w ,~re ~ ~e~ in the cafeteria ·were done by Dorm 
ball from the pitcher's mound to these towns aren't going to change oadrmi ohry 1tsh eBi~gt cloMns trucLoe ct' 
· re w ere e ris o o or ge Government. Nike sight would not home plate, you have to throw their priorities. The only answer is to 1 h b d d t f ease as een renewe an mos 0 a guard on weekends if it' .weren't "or 
uphill; try to slide anywhere on the • get a baseball field on campus. A 11 1 d th. t ' -11 b '' a rea a many rooms w1 e Dorm. Government. And conditions infield, and you'll undoubtedly . field over by t he new soccer field . t . ' 1 d t .. t ' . t ' f np e nex year m an 1c1pa ion o the dorms would not have been made 
come up with multiple wounds; and ; would probably be expensive th .. 1 f •84.. d 1 d : b f . e c ass o , an won er generally better:· 
worst of all, you have to stop the · ecause o .underground dramage h t k; d f h 1 th · · . Don't count an 8-4 vote as a vic-game every ten . minutes to chase ' needed and what not. However, I .- wf ah m 0 .1-1 e p . ese fmcomitnhg k'd d d · 'b'k ff h h h · res man w1 receive rom e tory. Thirteen votes do not con-1 s, ogs, an mm1 1 es · o the ope you can see t at t ere is a St d t S t. t't t 1· th D G field. The Navy has priority·on this desperate need for a field. This' 
1
u ent .. . ena
11
e.h d bt ' . s 1 u e a quorum n e · · 
con mua y ave ou s m the constitution. The school is being field, so if they're going to use it, we .
1 
school can not continue to be · . th St d t S t F th 
Power m e u en ena e or e deprived · · of active dormitory have to play at the Warren High , dependent on other towns as· well as . · , · · . . . 
School field, that is if Warren High i have to work their program ' aro':1nd past year I ve been _hean~g prom1~es representation. Student Senate can't 
School's team isn't using it. Sound : other local baseball programs. The a.bout. Rat renovat10ns and ptha~k~ng1 possibly do the job when they have a crazy? It is, but that' ~ not the worst ! longer the wait, the more expens~ve situations, but where are ey. hard enough time completipg term 
of it. In two instances, home gatnes I it will be. This is supposed to be a Th.ank s;_ 1.4 ,,·I I 'l~ er_ . 
had to be changed into away games . . college baseball program and it's ,,,. 
1 
II J.J 
Such problell}s as unsatisfactory 'about time it got treated like one. 
field conditions and lack of a field at . Bill 1...t!Blanc y fiu· n.ny 
all promoted these unfortunate , Team Co-Captain . o u ! 
. Grandaeoroe. corrects To the Editor: TO THE EDITOR l!J l'!J, We would like to thank Bill 
promises. This glorified social 
_-:- committee has a solid hand on all 
student acti~itie's now but the 
question is: What will they do next? 
Only time can tell. 
Donald R. Lord , Jr. 
Melanie Hamblen 
Tim McKeon 
Gross 
negligeilce 
. ' . 
To tl,Ie Editor: 
theat ... O · arti· •c 'e O'Connell for the fantastic- dinner I ~ lj party and for the plaque he gave us for wirining · the J;:nergy Con- . 
In· reference to your lead story in the 
March 27, 1980, QUILL, "RWC 
Theatre Department Broke," based 
on an interview with me, I wish to 
point out the following three errors: 
quoted as saying that the Theatre 
Department will run out of money 
servation Contest. It was. well worth 
our effort. We would, also' like to 
thank Val and Barry of the 
Cafeteria staff for a great dinner. 
- This letter concerns the article · 
appearing in . the last issue of the 
Quill. I have been a member of 
Dorma.tory Government until 
October, 1979. In the four years as 
a representative I feel ·as soon as 
John Mp unt took over RWC Dorm 
Government it started to go down-
hill, ending with the resignation of 
the Vice-President, Bob Whiffen 
and fi,pally hi in self all in the .same 
night.· These actions had brought. 
such deception to the body itself, as 
a lack of faith, in the leadership that 
it finally came to the disbanding of 
the Government. I just want it 
·known that it was and is the gross In the last issue of the Quill, there 
were several letters about the Swill, 
the April Fools issue of'the Quill. · 
Everyone of those letters had 
something negative to say aboµt the 
negligence-of the ex-President John 
Mount that had brought down the 
yital voice of the ROGER 
· WILLIAMS DORM STUDENTS!!! 
1. In the th'ird paragraph you 
quote me as having said that I knew 
we would be out of money back in 
October when the box office results 
from AS YOU LIKE IT were in. I 
did know that our budget was in 
difficulty when the box office figures 
were in , but AS YOU LIKE IT 
closed on the l.Sth of December, nc~t 
in October. 
I 
2. In the next paragraph you quote 
me, "RWC students don't have the 
intelligence yet to - crave 
Shakespeare ... " I did not make 
that statement, nor have I ever 
entertained such a notion. What I 
said was, "Roger Williams College 
students apparently lack 
sophistication that would have made 
them crave Shakespeare." I have 
much respect for the intelligence of 
Roger Williams College students, 
generally, ·those students who know 
me well will tell you that I deal with 
them as intelligent human beings. 
Sophistication is a learned 
characteristic, one which is likely to 
develop with age and with maturity. 
... ' ...... , "' .... ,. , . / ' ~ ,,. ... ,,,, ... ,,: ... ' . .. -
: .. · · '3/ :~ 1r;: ::tH-~ . rrn~(~~~~~{4~id·'i;6i 
. next year also. My showing you oext 
year's budget request and allotment 
was meant to acquaint yo_u with-the 
difficulty the Theatre Department 
has in attempting to. provide a 
worthwhile activity on campus and 
an education for its growing number . 
of majors on such a modest budget. 
As a point of fact: the Budget 
Committee has not - made its · 
decisions concerning equipment 
allotment, but if those decisions are 
favorable to . the Theatre Depart-
ment, I anticipate that we will be 
able to operate quite successfully 
within the allotted funds . 
You will recall, Miss Schauer, that I 
did not want to have the intervie~ 
with you, and you will also recall 
that as we walked- around the 
various areas of the theatre I. sought 
to be as open and ·frank with you as 
P<?Ssible. In fairness, I wish you had 
been . more accurate in -your 
reporting. -., 
Sincerely, William-Grandgeorge 
Coordinator, Theatre Area 
WG:nc 
cc: William Rizzini 
Robert McKenna, Chairman, 
Budget Committee 
Edw,in Wilde __ _ 
P. J. Co,rrniet 
· Thank you all, 
Units Six and Twelve 
paper. -
We, the undersigned, thought that 
the· Swill was very funny, and a 
welcome comic break in an 
otherwise serious school year. We 
think it is a shame that some people 
not oaly apparently don't have a· 
sense of humor, but are also-unable 
to appreciate fine satire. 
Come on, people! What is the 
school coming to when you can't 
even take a harmless joke? 
Sincerely yours, 
· Richard L. Gluck 
Jack Miranda 
Disarro defends his position 
toward:dance marathon 
. To the Editor: 
In the past I have ignored many 
half truths published in the Quill 
regarding the Student Center 
personnel. I have always been on 
the up and up with the students. I 
have admitted when I was wrong 
and have taken what ever due when 
I've screwed up. Below is a schedule 
of events f9r April 18 and 19 and the . 
only conflict .possible would have 
been for cleaning 
Friday, April 18 
8:00 p.m. Senate non-musical 
event, confirmed during the- 3rd 
-·week of March as the Marathon. 
cleaning contractor, · stripping of celled. Why was it.cancelled? What 
Student Center floors. A six hour . was the real reason? I do not know. 
job. In all fairness do not put the fault on 
9:00 a.m. Marathon ending. 
11:30 a.m. R. I. Post Secondary 
Conference luncheon, half of the 
cafeteria would be used. 
When I discussed the conflict with 
Bill O'Connell the Marathon was 
scheduled into the lower level. Bill 
O'Connell, Michel~ Sabbage and I 
agreed that this was O.K. The 
cleaners would begin in the lower 
level at. approximately 6:30 - 7:()() 
a.m. and would work around the 
Bill O'Connell, the R.I. Post 
Secondary Conferenci;: or me. 
Maybe if I had , cancelled havi_ng 
the building cleaned everything 
would have worked out. I'm sorry, _ 
but the building is a multipurpose 
unit which houses the food service 
and my first priority is keeping all 
fo9d service areas - as clean as 
possil:)le. 
In summary: R. I. Post Secondary 
Conferences was booked from the 
beginning as tentative. It was to 
begin ig the cafeteria at 11:30. It did 
not pose a threat fo the Marathon. 
Conflict · ·.-.·Marathon. ·One week later we found 
- 2:00 - 3.:00 a.m. Sullivan and Sons. · ·out that the · Marathon .was can-
Peter DiSarro 
l)irectci.r of the St1,14t;nt <;;~nter 
--------- ----~-----
QOIU. . 
'·' L 
Even the weather cooperated for a better than 
average Spring Weekend. ' The weathermen 
thrt(atened rain, but the sun shone most of the 
time. 
Simon ... Sez was a small thin man in a red t~shirt, 
who managed to make anyone look ridiculous who 
vobnteered to play his· game. He drew a big 
before-dinner crowd and a lot of laughs. 
Cafeteria food never tasted so·good. Maybe it was .,,,. 
the cook, or maybe the hot weather. Maybe it was 
the quantities of beer consumed, not to mention 
what was in the ice chests spme people brought. 
Friday evening under the tent started a bit late, 
but few seemed to mind . Eight to the Bar started 
hhe evening with a rowdy .... mixture of fifties music 
and rock and roll. The following group, the 
American Standard Band, did not generate much 
enthusiasm and they were pressed for time. 
The tent got cold and the grourrd got damp, but 
when Oak appeared everyone warmed up. They 
surged as close to the stage as they could get to 
hear the big hits "This is Love" and "King of the 
Hill"·. 
Despite the fact that the concert Friday evening 
wasn't over until two in the morning, most people 
were outside swarming over the lawn by noon. 
Some wobbled on roller skates while more expert 
wheelers zoomed~_along campus flying kites behind 
them. ·· '· 
· .Sammy Brown and Fred played by the pond on 
Saturday afternoon to a huge· crowd of sunbathing · 
students. Their music was made up of old 
· favorites, original songs, and some downhome 
country when RWC's Banjo Mike and a har-
monica player jammed with the band. 
C'T. i r~l.r(.[ #~C:J•/1 
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By · 8:00 Saturday evening everyone was lined up 
outside the tent looking like they we.re going en 
i:nasse to a pajama party with thei.r blankets. 
Livingston Taylor gave a superb, if · mellow; 
performan~e . He drew a lot of ~pplause for 
recognized favorites. If you walked in a little late, 
however, you probably missed him as he played for 
about forty-five minutes. 
Pur~ Prairie League was short and sweet. The · 
tent was packed, the crowq was stomptng and 
screaming, and at 11 :00 O'clock sharp all the lights 
came on and everyone was sent to bed. 
Saturday night was supposed to be the rowdiest, 
raunchiest time of the whole event. There ·were 
only two hours of music and then people were left 
to make their own fun the rest of the night. 
Sunday was wet, chilly, and cloudy, but that 
didn't stop a crowd of people from lining up on the 
lawn all day to be chosen for helicopter rides. 
-Those who weren't interested in heights could eat 
at the clambake in the cafeteria and listen to a 
reggae band play in the snack bar. A lot of people 
came to .watch but only a few dared to dance to the 
music. 
There was an added bonus of an extra band on 
Sunday afternoon because of a contract slip-up. 
Sunday night the cafeteria was jammed and the 
Stompers belted otit roc.k and roll music till one in 
the morning. · People '' made up for lost time the 
night · before by filli.ng the dance floor and 
screaming and stomping in their seats. · 
It was a rather ·uneventful Spring Weekend. No 
stabbings. no riots, not even a huge push by those 
without tickets to crash the tent. / 
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YOU'D GET FRONT ROW SEATS TOO, IF YOU WERE ON 
STAGE CREW;-Friday evening was a long night, and not just 
because of the breaks between bands that seemed ~go on forever. 
The American Standard Band, 8 to the Bar, and Oak made for a 
lively evening. 
KEEP OFF THE GRASS--There were never as.many people outside 
on the campus lawn as there were .Spring Weekend, not even during 
night time fire drills. 
LET'S MAKE IT AN EARLY EVENING--Will ~e ever forget-Pure 
Prairie League? There wasn't that much to remember. In fact, If you 
came in after 11 pm, you missed the whole concert. Oh well, everyone 
·wanted to study Saturday anyway. 
I ~ 
QUILL 
r 
AMERICAN --- '.' 
'.:. STANIWl8 llAN8 ,: 
. ... ' · ,. 
1' 
·~·· 
May 15, 1980 
Sammy Brown and Fred added a third member to their band for 
Saturday's perf0rmance. The addition obvloualy pleased RWC 
students who listened to them for three hours. Maybe the Sammy 
Brown band should charge the same rates as Puie Prairie League. 
ATH(iETE's FOOT? -- Blisters were not the only result of Saturday 
afternoon's rollerskating. Scraped knees and bruised bottoms ·were 
tne rewards of those less experienced on. wheels .' In· spite of the 
hazards, the sidewalks and paths of RWC were mobbed with whizzing 
skaters. 
SICK OF BEER AND MUSIC--Not RWC students. The cafeteria 
was jammed full on Sunday night. Maybe because at 10:30 pm 
everyone was let in whether they had tickets or not. Regardless of 8:00 
classes, students partied into the morning. 
t>qe1 . 
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Drop your guard for a 
minute. Even though you're 
in college right now, there 
are many aspects of the 
Army that you might find 
.very attractive~ 
· ··Maybe even irresistible. 
See for yourse,lf. 
"'- .. : _, .- ·,~ 
MED SCHOOL, 01 US -
You read it right. 
Mayl,5,1~ .. . 
'./ 
Army Nursir1:g offers educational oppor-
tunities that are s·econd to none. As an Army 
Nurse, you could be selecteo for graduate The Army's Health Professions Scholar-
ship Program provides necessary tuit,j.Qn, 
books, lab fees, even micros~ope rental dur-
ing medical school. 
· 4egree programs at civilian universities. 
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that 
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After 
July 1, 1980, it'll be even more.) 
After you're accepted into medical 
school, you can be accepted into our program . . 
Then you're commissioned and you go 
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the 
Army Reserve. ' . 
The hitch? Very simple. After your resi-
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor - · 
for every year the Army gave you as a med 
student, and under sorrie conditions, with a ·· 
minimum scholarship obligation being two 
c.. years' service. 
-INTERNSHIP, RESIDENCY 
& CASH BONUSES 
Besides scholarships to medical school, 
the Army also offers AMA-approvedfirst-
year post-gradl}ate and residency training 
programs. 
Such training adds no further obligation 
to the student in the scholarship program. 
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educa-
. tion sponsored by the Ar:my gives you a one-
year obligation for every year of sponsorship._ . 
·· But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every 
ADVANCED NURSING COURSE, :. 
TUITION· FREE 
Youget tuition, pay and living allowances. 
You can also take Nurse Practitioner . ' · 
courses and courses in many clinical special-
ties. All on the Army. , 
While these programs do not cost you 
any money, most of them do incur an addi-
tional service obligation. 
A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW 
If you're about to get your law degree 
and be admitted to the bar, you should con-
sider a commission in the Judge Advocate 
General Corps. Because in the Army you get . 
to practice law right from the start. 
·While your classmates are still doing 
other lawyers' researth'and other lawyers' 
brief~, you .c~mld have your own cases, your 
own cliep.ts, in effect, your own practice. 
, Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and 
privileges Qf being an Officer in the United · 
States Army. With a chance to travel and , · 
make the most of what you've worked so 
hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer. · 
Be an Army Lawyer. · 
ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Though you're too late for ·a 4-year 
scholarship~ there are 3-, 2-, and ,even I-year 
.scholarships available. , · 'i --
·''• ••• • ,.. N .~: • ' ~-f. 0 <· 
• . ... 
. ' 
ional $70 a month (ser-
geant's pay) as an Army 
Reservist. · · / 
When you graduate, 
you'll be commissioned as a 
Second Lieutenant, but not 
necessarily assigned to ac- . 
tive duty. Find out about it. · 
A BONUS FOR PART·TIME WORK 
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlist-
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to 
. $Z 000 in educational benefits ." 
You also;gei :paid for your Reserv.eduty. 
Itcomesouttoabout$1,000ayearforabout 16 
hours .a: month artd two weeks annual frafoing. 
.And now we· have a speeial prbgrain-t6 . '· '' 
help youfit the Army Reserve·around-your ··· 
school schedule. 'It's worth a look. ' 
A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE 
Some may find college, to be the right 
place.at the wrong time for a variety of reasons. 
The Army can help them, too. ~ 
A few years ih the Army can help thein 
get tnoney for tuition and the maturity to use it ... · ,. 
wisely. . 
The Army has a program in which money 
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the 
government. Then, if one qualifies, a-generous · 
bonus is added to that. 
So 2 years of service can ·get you up to 
$7,400 for college, 3 years up to $12,100, and 4 
years up to $14,100.Jn addition, bonuses up to 
$3,000 are 'available for 4:...year enlistments in 
selected skills. 
Add in the experienc'e and maiuri ty gained, 
andtheArmycansendanindividualbacktocol-
lege a richer person in more ways than one. 
We hope these Army opportunities ha ye in-
trigued _you as wellas surprised you. Because 
there is indeed a lot the Army can off er a bright 
person like you . 
, For more information, send the coupon. . year you're paying back medical school .or 
·post-graduate training. 
So you not only get your medical educa-
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you're 
paying it back. · 
Not a bad deal-. 
They include tuition, books; 
and lab fees. Plus $100 a month 
living allowance. Naturally · 
they're very competitive. Because 
· besides-helping y9u towards your 
·1~~~~~~d~h~~Y'I . 
Medicine, 0 (AN) the Army Nurse Corps, D (AL) ArmyLaw, I 
·1 D (FR) ROTC Scholarships, D (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses, 
A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE _ degree, an ROTC scholarship 
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is helps you towards the gold bars 
of ·an· Army· Officer. · 
one of excellence', dediea~ion, even heroism. Stop by the ROTC office on 
And it's a challenge to live up to. 
Today, an Army Nurs·e is the epitome campus and ask about details. 
of professionalism, regarded as a critical UP TO 1170 A MONTH 
member of the Army Medical-T~m. You can combine service in 
A BSN degree is required: And the clinical the Army Reserve o'r National 
~ spectrum is almost impossible to match Guard with Army ROTC and 
in civilian practice. get up to $6,500 while you're still 
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, . in school.. · 
you'll enjoy more respect and authoriry than It's ·cailed the Simultaneous 
most of your civilian counterparts. You'll &1.embership Program. You get 
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay $100 a month as an Advanced 
and officer's privileges. Army ROTC Cadet and an addi-
1. 
... - - -
---- ---------------------------- ----------
1 
::C) Anny Eduanion•l Bonofo. 
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#****PERSONALS ****: 
to operation bombthelh ·Hope you had a wo·nderful DORIAN, your polymazia, was it caused by all those 
time! -- Looks like it blew up in _ your face -- green M&M-'s you ate? 
OPERATION SUCCESS. P.S ... · Put it where the HONORARY MEMBER 
· sun don't shine! RICHARD V?-- I love you ... A NOT SO INNOCENT 
MIKE, Happy anniversary! It has been a great year BYSTANDER 
and I'm looking forward to this summir and next SNORKEL FACE,it's been a great year. Love ya, . 
year. I love ya , babe. JOANNE SNOl_l.KEL NOSE • 
GENE .. Hope you feel guilty! ·BRIEN M •.. I still have your G-String. L.Sth 
KITTEN. I really do. Love PINJ'!IPPED . TO NIKE, We were there. but now we' re gone .: We · 
BEAR( Don't hibernate this summer. Your big. it Was leave our spitits to CarrY· on --- from: TH.E 
nice! ROI . .• GRADUATES OF TIME 
NEAL, I hear you're Greek BARB, Do you really get a cheap thrill by gazing at the 
YO FISH, ,when do l get to _meet Peter, I already met BIG RED BALL? That's not how ~e said you get 
the rest of the family. ME AGAIN _,.., "" ' •. them. NDR 
NICKIE .. Remember "The good die youngl"··D · TO PAM 3rd SOUTY( Who is going to beg us· now 
STORMIN' ··We heard you fond a " 10"-·US · that school is getting out. NUCE 
DISCO .. It's been an experience spending this s~hool ' YO CRA$H Hit any walls lately? Love the BER· 
year with yoli . Remember .all the fun we"ve had. MUDA GANG: 3! 5 
Yours. JULIAN. BULLY BULLY·· So,;,eday you can experience a DI ! 
D'KMM~.G. AND THE GANG, it's been fun but Lucky you ·· voices can and are deceiving Watch 
wait till September. It'll be more fun!! EYE out! DORIAN -
NICKIE .. Watch out at camp. I hear those big black · 'RA VEN HAIRED BEAUTY, Are. you a Bobbie's 
bears in ~he woods can be very dangerous so don't go Classics Reject? GL 
romping by yourself .. always take a rape whistle so ·BOBBIE . . BOING-BOING. It's been coomlc living 
you don't get in the same situati~n Doria? did. on the Sth, THE STH 
BULLY BULLY NICKIE .. Keep y~ur periscopes c!ean. Don't let them 
DEAR ROOMMATE Wou'II know who you ueM seetomuch!NEKTDOOR 
Soiry you didn't have the chance to do chin ups and ROOMY 
peer over at me but times have been rough. TO PAM. GiLL, Happy Birthday (5 2I 80) 
WAYNE FR~ITAS ·· Maybe if you chew on the leash BEAKS BROTHER ·· . Thanks for all the . great 
it'll snap and you 'll be free. THE PIED PIPER memories. I love you .. Q"E ' 
TNIC -- Thanks for the publicity ih the math room -- it C.'.f'INK( is farting in a crowded room really the most 
has worked wonders. embarrasSing thing that ·ever happened to you ! --' 
New Address: 
Photo 
W . Id', it. or -··~· 
. 433 Hope St. 
Bris,tol , ;;> 
253-2248. 
·Come Check -Us Out! 
; -Hair Designers 
' . 
TUE. & WED. 
9-3 
THUR. & FRI. 
9-~ 
,UNISEX· 
253-9526 
SAT. 9-5 
20 "/. off all serv!ces to RWC students. · 
205 Goo~in~ ~ve.,Bristol. 
HELP WANTED 
Photographer 
for Public Relations Dept. 
. -
Sandy 
& 
Pen_ny 
Position requires photo taking and processing 
abilities. Some eve.ning and weekend 
as~ignments. Apply by calling Public 
Coffeehl)use Corner . -·-·PT rd __ ,.... .... ____________ _ 
The Apple Tree blossoms in spring 
by Mark Lauzon 
THE APPLE TREE: music by Jerry 
Bock, lyrics by Sheldon Barnick 
Presented at RWC Coffeehouse 
Theatre. Director: MARGENE 
GRANDGEORGE Music directq_r: 
DIANNE'CROWELL Eve: KATHY 
w AGNER Snake: JOE DIGNOTI. 
·" ' ' 
·creatures in the garden. He decides 
OI\ ' s,wimmers; hoppers, and 
crawlers. Then..comes the pain in the 
rib. Suddenly Eve appears--and_ she 
decides to -name the creatures fish, 
kangaroos, and worms. ' 
The contrast between men and 
women has just begun. Eve loves 
- flowers, Adam does not. Adam likes 
to -make jokes, Eve . does not un._ 
-The story of Adam a~d Eve as told derstand the hul!lor, But, slowly and 
in the mu~ical ·:The Apple Tree" is surely, ttiey grow very fond of each 
an amusing and moving show/. It other. · 
was no wonder that the Coffeehouse Now appears the snake. _He 
Theatre decided to present it as convinces Eve that the forhidl:len 
their Spring Musical. . · fruit is n ot apples but chestnuts, and 
.The show opens with A'dam being , that Adam's sense of. humor is just 
called "on by Ood to na!Ile all the ' like chestnuts. So i;<:ve, who wants to 
JUDI ·· I'm glad to have had the opportunity to . 
become your friend. Take ·Care and I hope your job 
, works out ~ell. K~ep in touc~ . BYE, LOVE 
- DORIAN . I'll treasure . the gOod "times we had 
partying in the dorms. DORIAN 
NEIL. fall into the gap. ST~GE CREW 
R'5?You dance fine without those crutches now try 
';;;alking. CURIOUS 
The Almeida girl's softball _ team won ·against the 3rd 
fl oor 14-2. Voted MVP was Janine Marie, selected 
R.M. -- "With you I'm born again" -- Lo.-e C.T. by the coaching staff. Congradulations to the 
DORIAN ·· Those Saturday nights on the radio will be Almeida girls. COACH I ,. 
lonely without you. -- 00BILLtt - TM?-- Have you given Up on long shots? 
BARB( Maybe -- when your Prince comes, yo~ wol!'t NEAU Don 't complain so much. Signed: Florid~ and 
have to eat all those green M&M'sl Of course, ·if used besides you're tbo small. 
be wise like the snake, eats the 
apple. Adam, finding · this out, ' 
: realizes they must leave the garden. 
Children appear-Cain and Abel. 
Adam, and Eve delight "in watching 
their children grow. Then a great 
sadness falls on them. Cain kills 
Abel, th.en leaves. All Adam and Eve 
have are each other again. It is here 
. that Eve tells Adam that if one of 
them were to die first, She hoped it 
· would be her. And it is. Her death 
leaves Adam alone as he was in the 
beginning, but with a new job. to 
watch and care for all of Eve's • 
flowers in their new garden. 
Fine performance we<re given by all 
three . cast members, with Mr. 
Dignoti standing out as far as 
character and voice quality. Mr. 
Crowell and M~. Wagner played 
. we ll off each other, and made the I show a success. ·. 
1 • A thank you to all thoselnvolved in 
l bringing us this production, 
especially Margene Grandgeorge for 
her direction and Ellie Harting for 
her fine set work. 
your prince is anything like L.S ..• you had better ' CUDDLES( Happy belated birthday ·· Love. CATHY 
have a big supply of green M&M'JI . D--YOUR STIFFY( Drink some more milk, its easier to scheem HEY TOWNHOUSE !08( You 'll never get any sleep 
ROOMY. on yourself while your tent is pitched. P.S. Try ~ot to next semester . .Four crazy partiers wilb.i~vade your . 
SW~BIES . . It's been great being your friend. The go on your own floor this time. Your straw rug will privacy. Lov'e & Kisses TOWNHOUSF}-114 · 
gang will miss you · terribly. Cherry will miss your ·look worse than it is alreapy! Love THE GUYS HEY RA y J!URGER( Ho"! come you alwayth walk 
company. Love, Lanlubberon lit Door. T ... AJTI I still ~ H.S.? .. B. down the thtairths thidewayths? Love THUTHE \-- ~::--:-- . - ---~~~------~:-c-----~ 
I eou\ts . · · , · ~~b <$).r cf . I 
.'i :·1e~3'"'~0- 0~s· 5~-; .- John Saviano "s G/"9 - &,~ .J>.t.f. 1 I · · " · \~ ' _)';.  0 qt .n '// A-·C'.+ I · n0' · '<j 0 · V ·11 p 'Y. "'" 'I?..; su" ~o · 1\. 1 age .Toyota uegeot 0 tq !91i>c_ "'·· q-+'9.nl 
I ~e~ . ()eo <? . ~b </o~ .. ..,. ,, ~\)e . . . cf ~ :f-,t.f. ol" I I . . . ~~ 
I FREE ,SPRING CH·ECK-UP 1
1
· ! ANY MAKE OR~NIODEL 1 I _Our gift t.o all , Roger Williams College students 1 
-I and staff. At no charge we will check: :I 
'• I I HOSES . EXHAUST 
I FAN BEl.T . HEATER 
, , . RA~IATOR DEFROSTER -, 
I TIRES. ·ANTIFREEZE -' ., • . · CALL BILL· FOR AN I APPOINTMENTAJ253-2104 I 
1 L I 
......................... ~· .... ! .................................... ~ ..... , i . I 
CiMen Gate,~w'ers i BRING-COUPON AND COL~EGE 1.0. I 
Relations Dept. at 255-2365 
:_ /:',W complement.s . 1 I 
583 Hope St., Bristol 253-6010 I· If y_6ut ·car needs repairs, including body w·ork- - I 
Let us help to make your senior commeQ_cement ball as memorable as I · :11 d I · I 
it deserves to be. WITH FLOWERS AND CORSAGES FRO~ I .  qn any f!la"e ,,or .. m.o e --c~me see us a_t . I 
LINDEN GATE. .- ~ I VILLAGE ~OYOT A PEUGEOT I Congratulations to the Class of 1980 It has been a rewarding ex-perience to have served you . Best of Luck in your future endeavors. 
Hours: : I . ·. .· .. Only 2 miles north on Rt. 136 . . I 
Mon.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:30p.m. · . . . I 06 M -,A. . · ~_Fri.~v.eniI\gs.'tilsp~m~ •• . . .••... ~ ........ .-: ·17 · etaco·m· ve · · . Br·1sto·I ··RI· 
... , . ,, ... , . , _,, .. ·--- ,_, · _ '. '~ · . : . · _ -.-. . .-. _ _::::: ~:-: .. ~-~·---·"""""": .. "!'!Ml!'_.·_._:. ...... :.. ____ ... ____ ..! . . 
- - . -
I 
·' 
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Alumni Profile: David Ponte 
Wha1 ei•er became of our alumni. 
Did Roger Williams help zhem get a 
· decem job. Here is zhe second in a 
co111 inuing series of alumni 
members •and wha1 zhey are doing 
now iii 1 heir presenz l(fe. 
Taunton, Massachusetts area since child with a cigarette to commiting 
January of 1977. ince-st. 
Ponte, who received a B.A. in Taunton, which has a very high 
Sociology at Roger WiHiams and a crime rate for its 45,000 inhabitants, 
M.A. in Rehabilitation Counselling is not the easiest place to work. 
at Assumption College_ in Wor- "There are a lot of problems for a 
cester, Mass. in December of '79, small community. When a kid is 
feels his job is self-rewarding, but flunking Math, usually it is not just 
few ever go back and thank him for his fault. Usually there's a family 
By Bemle Cunniff ' his services. problem behind all this." 
"Once in a great wn~ue somt:uiic "If a 12-or a 13-year-old kid is 
David Ponte, Class of 72, is a juvenile probation officer trying to might thank me, but usually the having problems attending school, 
rehabilitate youngsters in the people I deal with look at me as an usually the court will take tern-
·------ -------------------------,· · enemy. It's a rewarding type of job, porary custody of the child from the IF· I . p ti.I -- · but you don't see the results im- . parents. Usually the individual 
I acu ty ro e• . • .. me~iately.' '. Pontesaid. problem turns out to be a family I • · · · • · I Ponte breaks his li?e of_ wo~k ~nto · problem like the husband beating · · · , I · three areas. There ts the crtmmal the wife and the kids or the mother I M s Id• f h' h d I 'th th · ·1 beinganalcoholic,''Pontesaid. I . . . ary pa ID~ ~:~i~0une~s 1~rome:;ew;_17 w~~~~~:~ - Two sections of- Taunton from 
. ... · . . . . I the law outright. The non-criminal which a lot of the problems stem .are 
· -------------• •--- . section is made up of those DeWert Avenue and Paul Bunker 
-Bx Jane Scott musiciaIIs. ,But being a soloist is and more if!1portant to me as 1 get youngsters up to the age of 16 who Drive -· two housing projects made 
Mary Spalding of the Engineering another story." older. Everything about the fail to go to school or run away from up of mostly poor, minority groups. 
Department has successfully But Spalding explained that being seasons. mountains and views in- home. Murders , rapes, and drugs have 
disproved the theory that cats are nervous is often a necessary trigues me." But probabiy the most difficult appeared in alarming numbers over 
the only be"ings with more than one ingredient. "You have to have that Noting the impending close of one section is that listed under care and the past few years here. Ponte says: 
life. by leading two lives of her own. 'edge' to , make any great per- more of her ten-year cycles. pr_oteetion which helps youngsters "I don't know what it is but the 
Spalding's first life was one of formance." Spalding said, 'This is the longest from birth to their 18th birthday. cases here- seem to be getting 
music. From the age of ten, all the "One thing about nerves," I've ever stayed in one spot, but I Here Ponte must deal with parents - worse." 
way through high school and college Spalding continued, "is that they don't seem to have the itchy feet . who may emotionally . or physically Despite the problems of these 
and for the ten years following, little never strike twice in the same way. anymore. Maybe I'm over the 3.buse their children. Included communities, Ponte says he isn't 
black notes dotted her vision and You can't predict what's going to 'wander lust'." would be anything from burning a physically afraid. "I really have no 
she was consumed with goals such happen. so you can't be prepared for fear. It's strange but I rarely get any 
as reaching that illusive high D on it. Basically. being a performer is guff. I'd probably be afraid of these 
her flute. learning to live with fear and handle areas if I was in some different field, 
"Then I made a 360. degree turn it productively." but for some reason I'm not afraid." 
and headed for a life of After ten years leading the meager· Ponte is one of two juvenile 
mathematics,'' Spalding said. Such life of the musician, Spalding said., SBlSTOl. probation officers ·who serves the 
has been her major interest and "I grew bored. and could really find COMMUNITY local area. Beside serving Taunton, 
number-o.ne goal since. no reason to stay. I certainly wasn't they also must tend to Rehoboth , 
Spalding was raised in Wisconsin, earning enough money." · Berkeley, and Seekonk. He often 
where. she said, "My whole life was "I decided that it was-crazy to be '. hears over 100 cases each day . 
. music. J began playing piano at the poor and bored. If you're going to "I stay because it's a good job that 
age of ti:'hand the flute two years be bored. you should at least be rich pays well. We have five weeks of 
later." · . and bored," Spalding . said. . vacation a year. I think it's a. lot 
. This ,determined life-style con- " Solstartedmylifeover--instages, Sum1_11e_r and part-time_ betterthanmanyotherjobs,"Ponte 
tinued right through her time at ofcourse." · said. 
Beloit College, a small liberal arts Spalding finds it bard to explain employment' espec•ial-ly Before this job, he worked as a 
school where Spalding studied · the logic behind her sudden jump social worker in the welfare 
music . . and further through her from a-life of music and its creativity . department in Falmouth and New 
_studies ·at'Eastman School of Music to one of mathematics with its ~ell- for those who .,,. ke Redford from 1975-77. But one of 
i-n Rochester. New York where she defined boundaries. · his most pleasant experiences was 
received. her masters degree in ffiUSiC h I IOtking With retarded children in 
education. . "When you decide you need a to work wit Children~ ·heFairhavenareaduring1973-75. 
. Of her ~wo following years teaching cha'nge in your life," Spalding said, "We used to go bowling weekly 
· in publiC schools, Spalding said, "I "you rationalize it in so many ways and I drove them to the Special 
can't say 1 really loved it. All 1 did that you can't figure out the. real · 253-5400 ~ Ask for Peter Olympics once. I really enjoyed this. 
all day was count 'one-and, two- and, reason for the move." l tried to get some work in this field, 
three-and. four-and .. .' and listen "I think my reasoning was that if I 4_ 48_ _HOPE ST•., BRISTOL 1Jut most of what I did was volunteer 
to the squeaks and squacks." · took a degree in music, I'd have to York. I needed to get a paying job so 
Spaldin'g left teaching to become a teach, and those jobs were scarce," I took what I could get at that 
flautist in a symphony orchestra. "I Spalding explained. "The won- · time," Ponte said. 
was very excited about the prospect' c derful thing about math was .that I "It was ,fun seeing them get their 
of playing in a symphony," Spalding didn't know a thing about it -- it was -. .,.~....,,-~~~~-l'W~~~-~~l':X"g;;~;;."'!!;:s."'!'i: picture in the papers and seeing 
s·aid. "but the audition was a all new -- so I couldn't be bored." them improve in bowling each week. 
traumatic experience." "Also," Spalding said, "math is a · · I still get calls from some of these 
· TheConcertMasterandOrchestra broad field. so I could go into other kids. A few even came over to my 
Manager were present at Spalding's things than teaching. I always had · house during the summer," Ponte 
first audition. "I believe they try to the feeling that I didn't want to , said. 
teri·ify you as much as they can! And teach."- · Ponte speaks highly of the training 
they always give you the hardeSt But during her time working on . '/. he received_ at RWC. "I was very 
things to play." her masters degree· in mathematics . '/. satisfied with the way I was treated. 
"After it was over," Spalding said, at Pennsylvania State, Spalding Even though it had just become a 
'_' I felt like it was a terrible ex- said . "I went through a teaching four year school it picked some 
perience and that I would never do it assistantship. and found that I loved pretty good instructors." 
again ." it." His favorite teacher was John 
"A few days later I was stunned to. Still trying to rationalize the move, Donalin who was a graduate of 
find that I got the~ job," Spalding Spalding said, 'Tm not a very Harvard. "He knew a lot of im -
said. "I expect I got it because I was verbal person . . I enjoy dealing in · pressive people. He was very in-
the only one naive enough to take abstract symbols. I believe that is teresting' and I learned a great deal 
the money they were offering." the similarity between music and from him. I definitely learned a lot 
Spalding worked for the nominal mat!}, that everyone talks about, but at Roger Williams ," Ponte said. 
fee of $80 per week for the 20 week never defines." 
season. "When I took the job, I After Penn State, Spalding came 
didn't know I was supposed to make directly to RWC in 1969 when they 
a living at it!" Spalding stated. were opening Fulton campus. "Now 
"A.II together I played my·job here is my major pass-time." 
professionally for' ten years," Spalding took a sabaticle in· the 
· Spalding said. She and her flute middle of her ten· yea-rs at RWC to 
joined the ranks of such groups as study statistics at the University of 
the Kansas Symphony Orchestra, Kent in England. 
the Milwalkee Symphony, the Santa While on the other side '()f the 
Fe Opera Company and the New Atlantic, Spalding went on a 'bike 
Orleans Philharmonic . trip, a three-week walking tour 
Even after years of being on stage. down. the coast of CornwaJI and 
Spalding said, " Getting nervous skied in :Austria.1 
_never stops. Playing in an 'orchestra "Now I like to spend all of my time 
isn't frightening; it's. very secure outdoors." . Spaid ing said, 
sittin_g jn the midst of all those other "Everything out-of-doors gets more 
· ~"·io'.fi ~•ot .. .l•• .l<Jlf ... •t- .,,s:., :;.t11 
$PEED\'.. SERVICE 
~ 
-
K. L. ·Q. Typewriter Service 
ComnletP nnd Professionoi W·ork 
( 401) 683-3582 
after 6 :00 p.m. 
\\'1•1·!..1 ·111b .tllVI 11111 .. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
' ' , • 
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·Women's Varsity Softballteam has playoffs 
Hawks miss on In. the second game, R.W.C. again 
fell behind early and centered all of · 
T.o ...u.rn .. . ey b.i.d 'tr. y their offense in the third inning to 
come- up 8-3 · losers to Bryant · 
Roger Wiiliams College has fallen College. ..., , 
upon hard times recently, dropping Franklin Pierce College took an 
doubleheader decisions to Nasson early lead in the first game against 
College, Bryant College, and R. W .C. with two homers in the first 
Franklin Pierce College. inning and didn't look back. A 
0 A ·1 26 R WC d d .double by Bob Collamores and n pn , . . . roppe . 
consecutive 6·1 and 5.3 games to consecutive singks by Mark · 
Nasson College. In the first game, Johnson and Pete Waters accounted 
Nasson scored three runs in the top for the Hawk's only run in their 7-1 . 
of the tirst inning. R.W.C. came loss. 
The second half of the May 7 
twinbill didn't turn out any better 
for the Hawk's as Bob Collamore's 
fifth 1'1ning grand slam home run 
went for 'naught against Franklin 
Pierce's continual onslaught. The 
final in that game· was Franklin 
Pierce 10-R.W.C. 5; / . 
The double-header losses to . 
·Franklin Pierce cost R:w.c. any 
tournament hopes that it might have 
had.\ They finished the year with 
seven straight losses on route to a 6-
8 district and 7-13 overall record , 
just mis..~ing a tournament bid. back with their only run of the game 
in the bottoni of the same inning: on 
a run-scoring triple by Lou Klass. 
, The second game repeated the first 
·when Nasson scored three times in 
the third "inning and R.W.C. 
knocked in one of its own in their 
half. But this time the Hawks 
.battled . to a 3-3 tie. in theJ ourth 
when Mark Johnson hit a two-run 
double. The scored remain tied 
after the' regulation seven innings. 
Nasson scored two in the ninth to 
In the Nightclub 
now thru Sunday 
take the game, 5-3. 
Against Bryant College on May 4, 1 
Jeff Cohen allowed two runs in each 
of the first second innings and then 
. '· 
"Together"-
~ ; ~ . ... -· 
Every Thu~sday: Race the Clock . 
May ~~' 24, 25_ Herb Reed 
- -
~A~fAPi 
IN~J 'l · 
o!. theOriginal''Platt~rs'-' 
· 8PM Drinks start 2SC · .. 
no cover charge Sunday . settled · down to blank them the rest 
of the way. The Hawk's offense 
though. could only bring in one run , OC::tcM:ii~C;j:iC:ie~oC:M~:iclOo=-c::tc:io=ooc=c:::ictGo=c~ --- .. -
for a final, 4-1 win for Bryant. ' 
,Announcing 
thelow - · 
:maintenance 
\haircut. 
I 
i JAt Command Performance. 
\It continues to help your hair 
~old its shape even as if grows. 
;Because the ha.irstyle you want 
is adapted to the hair you have. 
It's ~ot only easy to take care of. 
It also makes it easy to get all the _ 
looks you're looking for. 
Shamp00, precision cut ~nd 
blow dry for mer:i and women. $14. 
No appointment necessary, ever. 
.Command Performance® 
· Mon. - Fri. For the looks tha~td1e looks"' . 
Weaiso olfe1pe1,;,anent waves; cofo1ing, /1osting, an~conditioning. · 9 am · 8 pm 
651 West Main Rd., next to Burger Ch~f (Rte.114) Sat 
Middletown, R.I. ~49-288~-- .9 . '7 
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'The Quill.is looking for 
Associate Editors 
\ 
for the 80-81 academic year. Thesem«.;1ude 
Feature Ed. 
SPORTS Ed . 
Photo Ed. 
On-Campus Ent. Ed~. 
. . · Off-Campus Ent. Ed, 
· Advenising Mgr. 
Graphics Director 
Business Mgr. -
Production Mgr. t 
Circulation Mgr. J 
Applications avaUable at Quill Office · 
"---------·-· _____ ..., ______ .._ __ _ 
Wear A Helmet When You Ride W 
·-
. - "- -· .. - -- -
Campu5 Pape~baek ()e5t5eller5 
1. The Americans, by John Jakes. (Jove, $2.95.) Kent fam-
ily chronicles, Vol. 'VIII: fiction. 
2. The Matares.e Circle, by Robert Ludlum: (Bantam, 
$3.50.) American-Soviet spy thriller: fiction. . 
' 
3. The Stand, by Stephen King . (NAL/Signet, $2.95.) Wide-
spread disease followed by unknown terror: fiction . 
4. The Complete Scarsdale Medical Diet, by Dr. Herman 
Tarnower &. Samm S. Baker. (Ba~tam, $2.75.) 
5. The Third World War: August 1985, by Gen. Sir John 
Hackett and other NA10 officers. (Berkley, $2.95.) An 
·account of the .global war to come: fiction. 
-- ---~---
. 6. How to Prosper During the Coming Bad Years, by 
Howard J. Ruff. (Warner, $2.75.) Investment techniques. 
- ·-
7. Hanta Yo, by Ruth Beebe Hill . (Warner, $3.50.) Teton 
Sioux Indian life before the whiteman. · 
8. SS-GB, by Len Deighton. (Balfantine, $2.75 .. ) Nazis oc-
cupy England during World War II : fiction. 
--
· 9. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75,) Rags to 
riches in the fashion world: fiction. · 
----
10. The Stories of John Cheever, by John Cheever. (Ballan-
tine, $3.?0.) Snort stories about life in New York: fiction . 
------·--------
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information 
supplied by college stores throughout the country. May 5, 1980. 
. ~ 
New & Recommended 
The Habit of Being, by Flannery O'Connor. (Vintage, $6.95.) 
. Letters qj the Southern novelist and story write( ' 
-·· ······\··- ---
The Pleasures of Sociqlogy, edited by Lewis A. Coser. 
(NAL/Mentor, $2.75.) 36 topical essays by distinguished 
sociologists . · 
To Set the Record Straight, by John Sirica. (NAL/Signey 
$3.50.) Watergate , from break-in} o pardon. 
Association of American Publishers ·· 
'\ :' - --- ' ·~· -· 
"' ~:1)-, .. .• (;t;r\..' lt.c 1< ~ ·;.;!:'; ~ ri; iH ~i; \ J;r f': 
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Units 9 and 12 become ch'!mps 
W om~n's Intramural softball had good seaso~ 
by Jeffrey Tucker . 
The long road · to the woman's 
intermural softball championship is 
over for units nine and twelve. The 
beat Unit three 9-4 in the cham-
pionship. . -
/ In the top of the first inning, Unit 3 
· looked strong scoring the fitst run. 
But, Unit nine and twelve were too 
psyche~ up for th~ game ~to ·let one . 
run lead them . to defeat. Iii the 
bottom of the first, Units nine and 
twelve came back and rallied for 
eight runs. 
There. was 110 scoring in the second 
inning;"':but 'in the third, Unit three 
·rallied back, scoring two runs, and 
one in the top of the fourth to make 
the score 8-4. 
In the bottom of th,e sixth inning 
Units nine and twelve scored 
another run, making the ·final score 
9-4. 
To make it to the finals, Unit 3 had 
to face tough Unit 5, In a game 
·which saw "the lead change hands 
• five times. The Unit three girls were 
able to hold off a .last ditch effort by 
Unit 5 to win their bid to the finals. 
Units nine and. twelve did not have 
an easy titne in their se_mi-final 
game against a· sfrong unit eleven 
team. But, Units nine and twelve 
prevailed to win and secure their 
fi.nals spot. · 
This year's w'omeh's intramural 
s.oftball saw some tough and hard 
working teams, all striving to win. 
IDtramural golf success 
... · ' -.!;. ' 
. by Lynn Savage 
The 198(f .intramural golf season 
had one of the briefest lifes of any of 
the intramural · sports, - but more 
than made up for it by being one of 
the most popular. .-
The seasonal co-ed sport drew 
approximately forty-five student. 
participants., out many more fun-
seekers. · 
The season began with basic golf 
instruction on . campus on every 
Monday and Thursday. These mini-
classes were instructed by Bob 
Miller, a local Golf Professional. As.. 
soon as the weather cleared up late 
in May all of the students were 
invited to use the faeilities at 
Montaup Country Club. 
Golf team 
fades at erid .. 
by Jeff Tucker 
This year's golf team ended a weak 
season by t<nding up close to last i'n 
their previous three matches. \ 
· On the weekend of the 19th, and 
20th of April, the· Roger Williams 
Co,llege Hawks . golf team placed 
twelfh out of .sixteen teams at the 
Salem Invitational, which was 
p layed at the Essex Country Club. . 
. The following Thursday, the April 
"24, the Hawks attended' the Jess 
Dow Invitational that was held at 
the Yale Course in New Haven , . 
Connecticut. The team managed a 
tied for eight place in a fi ; ld of ten 
teams. 
.. In the Mayflower Invitational, 
rainy conditions on the green af-
fected R.W.C. play as they placed 
fifth out of six teams. The . bright. 
spot of the Hawks day was senior 
member of the · team; Tony Nofi. 
Nofi shot a respectable 82 and was 
An infOTmal tournament was set 
up at the . club and although the 
actual tournament , play did · not 
p'roduce a concrete winner, all of the 
participants benefitted from and 
·enjoyed _the grea!. weather and good 
golfing. , 
Friday; the 16th of April will s~e...a 
-Faculty, Administration . and 
Student tournament that may 
become a free-for all in terms of 
good competition./ The course had. 
yet to be named at publication: · 
RWC STUDENTS 
Raul's -Hait Pub 
123 Fr~nklin St., Bristol 
253-4755 
wash, cut & dry---s8.50 
-perms~--520 
~f highlighting---s20 .. 
~· ,. H· . • · · 20 % pff All Services · 
-ours: · 1 · 
MCHMiay through Saturday . with this a~ , · · . 
· · Ilhoa · · Uni-Sex 
QUILL 
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Men enter ~oftball playoffs 
by Jeffrey Tucker 
Op Tuesday, May 13, ·the first 
game Qf the men's intramural 
softball world series began. This 
year, the first game in the best of 
three series pitted "the balls" 
against "Mount Hope Liquors". 
In the first game, both. teams had 
chances to hold the lead ,- but they 
made errors to inaking the game 
close. 
The Mount Hope Liquor team 
played the . Bristol. Motor Lodge 
team. Mount Hope narrowly 
defeated Bristol to capture their 
playoff berth . ' 
1=he intramural team had· more 
cont~stants than last year, 22 in all. 
This has to reflect the good job done 
by the two head officials of softball 
Bobby H~ydock and Ken Learner. ' ' 
The deciding play of the first game 
was a questionable call by, the third 
base umpire, which resulted in a 
double that ·knocked in the winning ' 
run. The finar'score was 8-7 in favor 
of "the balls". 
(f needed , the deciding game of 
this year's champi'onship will be 
played near the guard shac)< at 3:00 
pm. 
This 'year's intramural softball 
teams · have nothing to be ashamed 
of. If a team _went out and gave their 
all or if they just went to have fun, 
that is what made this year's softball 
games enjoyable foF all the players 
and fans. 
Wednesday, May 14; will be the 
second game_ and, if needed, 
Thursday, May 15, will be the final 
game. · 
The Balls played 9 to 5 in the semi-
finals. They generated a lot of power 
and outlasted to win the ga~e 9 to 5. 
Tennis:.Hawks finish on downswing-
by Jeffrey 'I;ucker 
. This years RWC tennis Hawks 
have so far this sea-son the best 
record ofany spring athletic ~earn 
this semester. :ren~is has 3 wins and 
1 loss_. 
Thursday, April 24 the tennis 
Hawks went to Bridgewater State 
College to play their strong tennis 
team . The Hawks faltered in their 
efforts--and lost a close match (4-5). 
Qr{ Friday April 25, the tennis 
Hawks went to Providence College 
'o play the JY friar tennis team. The 
nawk~ can1e away with a sfrong (3-2) 
win. 
On ~atorday April 26 the tennis 
Hawks -· hosted the Nichols College 
_:earn. The Hawks, determined to . 
win, went out psyched. The Hawks 
came .away with a strong 7-2 win. · 
On ' Saturday May 3 the tennis 
Haw!cs· traveled to New Hampshire, 
to play in the . naia ·invitational 
hosted by New England College. 
The doubles team of Mike Haxton' 
and Danny Mott_-went all the way to 
the finals, only to lose a. close match 
to fl!ew England College. 
Danny Mott, Jim Muligan, and Joe 
DeSilva made it to the semi:finals in 
their singles diyisions. -Rcig!;'.r 
Williams ended tip in fourth place 
overall in the \ tournament. This · 
years team has had .' one player 
Danny Mott selected to the ali Nt;~ 
England Conference tetmis team. 
- -__ =-=---- "-"-- ~...:c_-:: ~- =-- - - ~~----;,,""- =-= --~- ~-~f:i 
ARMY & NAVY SURPLUS <.i .. ·i 
262 Thames St., Newport 847-3073 ~ II~ 
Army, Fatigue Pants - "P" Coats - Dickie Pants 
Farmer Jeans : Levi Jeans - Levi Cords 
CONVERSE SNEAKERS 
D'UNHAM BOOTSt: ,HERMAN BOOTS 
Sweatshirts,· - Rain Parkas 
~ . •-:••• .. ·····~····· I 
. Wild; Weir-d.~ Ufiu·suaTK. Interesting 
p_EN 7 DAYS A WEE_K 
OPTICAL CENTER 
. . 
290 WOOD ST. BRISTOL 
253~5688 
WHERE YOU CAN ... 
... BRING YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO US 
... DUPLICATE YOUR EXISTING PRESCRIPTION LENSES 
... SELECT FROM HUNDREDS 0£ HIGH QUALITY !'.RAMES 
.. . GET PROMPT COURTEOUS SERVICE 
Summer shades, non-ptescri[Jtion. $?0 and , 9p. _ 
'I 10 PERCENT DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY I 
A UNISEX SALON 
Specializing In Precision cu:ts 
/) ~. r\1'1 
c:::::J..a •l\\\ol ·BOUTIQUE 
. t ,__\\. 498. METACO~ {\VE. 
~'.J BRISTOL, R.I. 02809 
. 253-4433 
BEAUTY 
· @REDl<E~ Proprietor NANCY MIRANDA subsequentially chosen as one of the players for the Mayflower Con- , 
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